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letters
Summer Opportunity
To the Editor:
Many UNM student annually
express feelings of anxiety and
frustration over limited summer
employment opportunities. This
summer could be different.
On Friday, March 26 from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. ithe Union Ballroom, a
unique opportunity will be provided
by the student Senate, the Placement
Office and the department of health,
physical education and recreation.
A summer camp placement day
will offer every student on campus
an equal opportunity to interview
with numerous different camps
representing most of the western
states.
Each summer, thousands of college
students travel to various regions of
the country to work with children
from every aspect of American

By PAT GRIEGO
The question concerning coed
· dorms is not so much a question of
one individual's ideas or convictions
as it is a matter of student opinion.
As president of Residence Halls
Council (RHC), I feel it is my duty
to represent student opinion in the
residence halls. As one of the student
members of the Administrative
Committee on Variable Housing, I
did so.
First, the coed housing survey

conducted by RHC showed that DeVargas and Alvarado dormitories
room to room coed housing was to be designated coed.
Third: The fact that there was
favored over any other type
student participation cannot
ample
grouping, receiying 308 votes.
My recommendations to the be denied. But what can be stated is
Administrative Committee were that student wishes for a room to
based on this fact. Obviously, where room arrangement and the question
only one bath per floor is available of how many spaces would be coed
this would not be possible and this (Alvarado in adaition to the other
was taken into account. The Student dorms) were not implemented in the
Committee on Variable Housing, of recommendations of the Housing
which I was chairman, recommended Committee.
The recommendations of any
that, "If there are two or more baths
in any one house, it is recommended committee should not be above
that room to room grouping be challenge by any individual, whether
implemented." Also the report went he be a member of that committee
on to say that, "Alvarado represents or not. In this case what has
an opportunity for room to room happened is that I, as a voting
coed housing per floor as there are member of the Housing Committee,
adequate baths (two per floor) to the Administrative Committee on
Variable Housing and as chairman of
permit separate facilities."
the
Student Committee on Variable
Secondly, Alvarado voted 7 4 to
two in favor of coed housing. Also, Housing, have ·voiced opposition to
the RHC survey (which was the only the recommendations passed by the
·dorm-wide survey on coed housing Housing Committee in these areas on
taken) indicated that 80 percent of the basis of fact, and on my
the dormitory residents were in favor responsibility to represent dorm
of coed housing. To satisfy that residents. Can a person who refused
percentage it would be necessary for to represent her fellow students
Coronado, Hokona, Laguna, make that claim?

Order Please

A young patron of the Union snack bar leans precariously over
the counter to place his order. The question now is what is he
standing on so he can meet the counterman on equal footing.

Funds May Not be Used for Political Purposes

Anti-War Vets Allocated $880

analysis:
Nixon

And The
Red Threat

By PHIL NEWSON
UPI Foreign News Analyst
In the light of history, it may be
assumed that Red Chinese leaders
already have established in their own
minds the point at which they will
intervene in the Indochina war.
This would be the point at which
they decide the United States adn its
allies pose an imminent threat to
Chinese borders, whether in North
Vietnam or Laos.
History is mentioned since the
allustion is to late October and early
November, . 1950, when the Red
Chinese entered the Korean war in
force despite assurances from the
United States and the United
Nations (U.N.) that the U.N. advance

...'

l8 . Year-Old VoteSureBet;
Senate Sponsors Up Odds

. Pho!<lS by Chuck Feil

culture. These experiences provide

The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please incl_ude a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitation§.

MEXICO

'What Do You Mean, 'No!'?'

additional education not found in
most classrooms. Camp programs
involve children, counselors and
program specialists in activities
related to community living in the
outdoors.
If you have not been in summer
youth camps prior to this, now is the
time!
Ken White
Jack O'Guinn

Lobo
Letter
Policy

NEV\1

.

to North Korea's Yalu River border
• with Red China posed no threat to
China itself.
It was another time of no
diplomatic contact between the
United States and Red China, a
circumstance which the then U.S.
secretary of state, Dean Acheson,
found regrettable, and Chinese
The west assumed that in such an
intervention the result of "tragic" event the Chinese would step up
ignorance on their part.
their aid to the North Koreans but
As President Nixon now and would not send troops- a
President Johnson before him have supposition that proved tragically
charted the U.S. course in Indochina, incorrect one month later.
action or the possibility of action to
The experience taught caution to
be taken by Red China always has Washington, which once more is
been high in their calculations.
betting the Chinese will not enter the
In North Vietnam, prior to the conflict, but this time based on its
bombing half of March, 1968, U.S. own forebearance in the conduct of
bombers rarely struck north of the the war as well as verbal
Hanoi-Haiphong complex.
reassurances.
In Laos, a target taboo to U.S.
In Nixon's state of the world
bombers, a new hard-surface road message to Congress, he declared the
has been built by the Red Chinese United States' "honorable and
running from China's Yunan peaceful association" with·
province and aimed in one direction Nationalist China need not
toward the Laos-Thailand border and "constitute an obstacle to the
in the other toward the Laotian movement toward normal relations
royal capital of Luang Prabang.
between the United States and the
When South Vietnamese forces People's Republic of Chinn."
struck with U.S. air and logistic
No other U.S. President has gone
support against the Ho Chi Minh trail so far to extend the olive branch to
in Laos, Nixon acted quickly to the Communist mainland.
assure Peking that the action meant
There was another subject close to
no threat to Communist China.
the top of the President's mind.
Between the wars in Korea and
He spoke of South .Korea's rise
Indochina comparisons come easily. frorn the shambles of wat and the
It was on Oct. 1, 1950 that Red approaching reduction of U.S. forces
Chinese Premier Chou En·Lai th.ere. ~hat _he was comparing Korea
declared Red China "will not stand w~th h1s wmd·down of the war in
aside" if North Korea should be VI etna_m a~d a lowered military
invaded.
stance m Asia seemed unmistakeable.

The ASUNM Senate last night allocated
$880 to the Veteran's Against the War with
the stipulation none of the funds be used to
lobby state legislators.
Use of ASUNM funds for political
purposes would jeopardize the tax exempt
status of student government. The
organization's line item budget provides for
the funds to be used for offiee expenses and
for travel expenses to other colleges to help
tht•m set up similar organizations.
ASUNM President Eric Nelson last night
presented his budget recommendations for
funding projects next year.
N e 1son's recommendations total
$239,220. Requests from various
organizations pending before Senate finance
committee total $347,056.
Nelson said projected ASUNM funds,
based on the 6.8 percent enrollment increase
expected by the Board of Educational
Finance (BEF), will be $251,000. Projected
ASUNM income based on a 10 percent
enrollment increase expected by the
University administration, however, would
be $261,000. In addition, ASUNM will
receive funds from GSA for projects
jointly-funded by both governments.
Senate also allocated $312 to the newly
established ASUNM Summer Camp
Placement Service.
The service plans to hold a summer camp
placement day in the Union ballroom March
26 to provide direct interviews between
camp employers and students who are
interested in .becoming summer camp

counsellors.
In other business, Senate allocated
$2081.15 to the ASUNM Statistics and
Research Committee. The committee,
pr<-'viously funded under Student Lobby, has
surveyed the University Bookstore policies
and student housing around and on campus.
In addition, Senate allocated $965 to the
Black Student Union. The money will be
used to send members to black leadership
conferences and to publish a catalogue to
interest more black students in attending
UNM.
A bill to allocate $960 to the black
studies center was referred to Senate finance
committee and will be heard next week.
Senate also allocated $500 to the
Advertising Department of ASUNM.
Finance committee chairman David Loy
announced that prior to allocations made
last night, ASUNM had $14,000 in the
reserve fund. GSA recently paid ASUNM
$9101 for its share in jointly-funded
programs.
In other business last night, Senate
allocated $119 to the Senate meetings and
elections fund to clear up a deficit.
Senate next week is expected to hear a
request from Agora for funds to publish a
survival booklet, which will contain
information on venereal disease, drugs and
other areas in which students may not be
well-informed.
Las Chicanas next week is expected to ask
Senate for an allocation of $970 for office
expenses and conferences.

WASHINGTON (UPI)- A proposed constitutional
amendment to lower the voting age to 18 in all elections
appears certain of final Senate approval.
A vote on the proposal was set in the Senate for 3 p.m.
EST and there was little, if any, opposition. 87 senators were
cosponsors.
The House scheduled a vote on an identical amendment
proposal next week. Thus the amendment could be
submitted to the states in a matter of days. 38 states must
ratify the proposal before it could becomt• part of the
Constitution.
It was 29 years ago that Sen. Jennings Randolph (D-W.Va.)
then a member of the House, first introduced the 18-year-old
voting amendment. He has reintroduced it in every session of
Congress since.
Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) chief cosponsor, shepherded it
through his Constitutional Amendments Subcommittee in
record time this year. The Senate took it up the day after it
ended a six-week filibuster on changing Senate rules.
Congress first approved the principle of universal suffrage
for 18-year-olds last year. It included provisions for those
between that age and 21 to vote in an extension of the voting
rights bill that guaranteed federal protection of franchise
rights of blacks in a number of southern states.
But the Supreme Court said Congress was powerless to set
voting qualifications for state and local elections, leaving
18-year-olds with the right to vote only in federal elections.
Bayh surveyed voting officials in the 50 states and found
out they were afraid such a dual system of voting would snarl
future elections.
With state and local elections officials thus almost solidly
behind the amendment, Congress was moved to act.
There are nearly 11 million persons between the ages of 18
and 21 who would be eligible to vote under the amendment.
In arguing for the amendment, Bayh said there was no
magic to the age of 21. He said it derived as the minimum
voting age through historical accident.
"In the 11th .century, 21 was the age at which most males
were physically capable of carrying armor. But the physical
capability to carry armor in the 11th century clearly has no
relation to the intellectual and emotional qualifications for
voting in the 20th century.
"The simple fact is that our younger citizens today are
mentally and emotionally capable of full participation in our
democratic form of government," Bayh said.

17,717 Enroll Here This Spring
A record 17,717 students are enrolled at UNM for the
current semester. That represents a massive 18.5 percent gain
over UNM's spring enrollment in 1970.
Present enrollment is only 344 students below the fall
registration total, traditionally the time of peak enrollment.
Numerically, the gain this spring over last year- 2777
students- is greater than the gain last fall over the previous
September. The spring increase also is three and a half
percentage points greater than the unexpectedly heavy fall
gain.
UNM enrollment increase for the year is well over double
that projected by the State Board of Educational Finance
(BEF). This has created a serious strain on the University's
resources since state appropriations are based on BEF
enrollment projections, and may lead to some form of
enrollment restriction next year.
J.C. MacGregor, UNM's director of admissions, reports an
undergraduate student population this spring of 12,198. There
are 3199 students enrolled in Graduate School, 207 in Law,
and 154 in Medicine.

Educator Says CollegesMustStopAttempting'Relevance'
Nisbet Claims American Universities in 'Critical Condition'
The American university, "in
the most critical condition of its
history," had better stop
attempting to be "relevant" to
society and return to the business
of "teaching and research in the
learned disciplirtes," a noted
admirtistrator says.
Such attempts to abandon the
pursuit of knowledge for its own
sake have resulted in "the nearly
tot.al Jack of a sense of what the
business of the university is, what
its mission should be, what its
d isti net i ve contribution is to
society,'' writes educator Robert
A. Nisbet, a Guggenheini. Fellow
and for 10 years Dean of Arts and
Sciences and Vice Chancellor at
the University of California at
Riverside.
Writing in the March issue of
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Psychology Today.
the
magazine of the behavioral
sciences, Nisbet claims that the
s t udent·faculty insurrections of
the sixties "did not break down
academic authority" but stemmed
from a prior breakdown.
The real breakdown in campus
authority, he asserts, began in the
1950s, and "even if there had
been no issues of Vietnam and of
civil rights," this collapse would
have triggered uprisings. The
issue-oriented demonstrations
which followed, he said, merely'
proved that 'reasons' can always
be manufactured quickly by
elites."
In tracing the reasorts back of
campus upheaval, Nisbet says that
the t:raditional "social contract"
between the university and

society-in which academicians
enjoyed the unabridged freedom
to pursue knowledge in exchange
for staying out of politics-was
broken "to our shame" shortly
after WW II.
In an article titled, "'l'he
University Had Better Mind Its
Own Business," Nisbet declares
that universities should drop 7 5
percent of all their "existing
institutes, centers, bureaus and
projects." These, he argues, stem
from their "ill·advised effort to
become adjunct government and
super·hutnanital'ian for American
society."
"To these," he continues, "we
must add the multidudinous
faculty consultantships and other
forms of moonlighting that
augment high academic salaries.

Despite a self-justifying myth to
the contrary, these are rarely
useful ·to scholarship and are
ahnost always prejudicial to
teaching."
Universities, he writes, would
also be better off without their
attempts at "participatory
democracy"-which have "created
a setting of instant and chronic
politics that increasingly make
serious teaching and study
impossible.''
He explains, "No genuinely
intellectual community can
possibly exist save in terms of an
aristocracy that consists of respect
for the best ideas, scholars and
teachers, and the proper ranking
of these in relation to ideas,
teachers and scholars of lesser
worth.

"This community cannot
survive without a system of
authority, a system made
legitimate by its clearly perceived
relation to the function or
purpose around which community
and aristocracy alike are built."
In examinmg the university's
propel" role, Nisbet inquires if the
camp us is to be the keeper of the
moral conscience, "the loyal
revolutionary opposition"? And
he replies, "Forget it. I suggest the
university's most feasible
function, all things considered, is
essentially what it has been for
nearly a millennium now: a
setting for scholarly and scientific
imagination continuously engaged
in the joint labor of teaching and
research in the learned
disciplines."

Pressure on Abortion Act Grows
Drug Expert Says Marijuana Less Harmful Than Alcohol

Parliament Demands Tightening of Regulations
By GEOFFREY MORT
the inquiry.
many of the homes. The minister
LONDON FINANCIAL TIMES
Pressure for an inquiry reached al~o asked homes to give the
(UPI)-Britain's most
its peak about eight months ago government firm assurances that
controversial piece of legislation,
when
250 politicians from all they would not employ airport
the abortion act, will soon come
parties signed a motion calling for touts.
under its closest scrutiny since it the minister to set up an
became law in 1967.
The number of abortions being
independent inquiry immediately/'
The law has had a tt·emendous The politicians were backed by done in England is said to be
running at about 100,000 a year.
social and emol;ional impact on
official representatives of the
the country. Its supporters claim medical and nursing professions. Thousands of women from the
United States and Europe have
that it is the greatest thing that
Even the politicians who
has happened; its opponents deem sponso.rPd the bill through flown into London-tagged the
it degrading and immoral.
"abortion capital of the world"
Parliament were urging the
In essence the law has worked minister to take some action to by the law's opponents-to get a
quick operation.
well but the machinery has tighten the regulations.
A detailed analysis of the
become clogged by some
The Social Services Minister in
unscrupulous practices. Taxi the last government, Richard abortions done in the first period
of the act showed that
drivers tout airport and railway
terminals for pregnant women, Crossman, also was under steady terminations were highest among
pressure to tighten the abortion those from a skilled working class
pregnancy testing "clinics" have
act.
Not long before the last background, and the lowl'st
sprung up at an alarming rate and
election which changed the among the professional cluss.
some medical clinics have hardly government hp wrote to all
According l.o the analysis, the
been ethical in the way abortions
nursing homes approved to do medical grounds for termination
ha\'e been carried out.
The criticism of the law has abortions warning them that their were usually psychiatric where, in
been made at regular intervals licenses could be withdrawn ifo accordance with thE' act,
since 1967, but there has been no standards were not improved.
the doctor had taken into account
The complaints he had received the woman's actual or reasonably
major reform. Some clinics have
been closed down; others warned told of how some women arrived forseeable environment, and
that they would be unless at an approved nursing home only recorded his views.
a few minutes before an abortion
standards were improved.
The biggest category of
was
to be carried out. Shortly environmental conditions
Now, after solid lobbying in
Parliament by members of all after recovering from anaesthetic, concerned the mother-she was
main political parties (many of some patients had to walk deemed to be too young, or too
downstairs or make their own way old, or to have had too many
the MPs are Roman Catholics),
to
waiting rooms. They we1·e children or she was unmarried or a
the government is to set up an
discharged
prematurely without student. The second biggest
inquiry into the working of the
proper
arrangements
for transport category concerned the mother's
law. Social Services Minister, Sir
or
continuing
medical
attention. other children and the adverse
Keith Joseph, announced on Feb.
InspPctors
from
his
ministry effect a new baby was likely to
23 that the inquiry would be
began
making
spot
checks
on have on them.
concerned only with the way the
law was working and not with the
principles that underlie it.
The main conditions for legal
1 urist
abortions would remain unaltered.
Sir Keith said that the
government's conclusion after
studying the act was that while it
had benefited many people there
Unrest in the United States
was cause for real concern about probably will produce l'Xtensive new social and economic
the way in which certain of its reform and concessions to programs, th{• use of violence or a
provisions were working in dissatisfied groups in the country, show of violence by those
practice.
Louis Gottschalk said Wednesday opposed to the EstablishmPnt,
and spPed (completion of the
evening at UNM.
He has appointed 65-year-old
change within about a
Ms. Justice Lane, Britain's first
It is unlikely however that it generation).
woman high court judge, to head will bring about a violt>nt change
Befort> a revolution will occur,
Los Alamos painter William
in the social order, a characteristic
he
said, there must be a feeling of Patterson will have his first
of a true revolution, he added.
Got tscl1alk, visiting Popejoy desperation and a sense of one-man show when an exhibition
Professor and specialist in the solidarity so people will of his acrylic polymer paintings
after a winter
theory of revolution, said in his understand the desperation is opens Saturday March 13 at.
second of three public lectures at widespread. At the same time, a Jonson Gallery on the UNM
in jJants,
the University that a true feeling of hopefulness- <.'ampus.
Patterson, who has had no
revolution is characterized by knowledge of where the
you need an
formal art training, usually uses
resulting major changes, the revolution is going- is needed.
"One reason student rebellions
({all giTln d1·ess
fully saturated colors, strong
overthrow of the government,
generally lead only to violence chromatic contrast and
and not to results is that the
foT sjJTing
complimentary relationships to
students don't know where the
project a concept. Simplicity and
movement is going," he said. A
exactness are other strong
successful revolution also needs
elements in his paintings.
leaders, "A major cause of failure
Patterson was born in
is that there may be a set of
Corsicana, Tex., and lived there
leaders who disagree."
until WWII. He served in the
"Governments are not
Army, then worked as a machinist
overthrown, they collapse,"
until he was appointed to the U.S.
Gottschalk said. "In a successful
Border Patrol at El Paso.
revolution, the government
In 1947 he was appointed
collapses. In an unsuccessful one,
security inspector with the U.S.
the revolutionaries don't have
Atomic Energy Commission in
enough guns."
Los Alamos. He retired last July.
Revolutions can be prevented,
12 years ago he began
Gottschalk said, by making all
experimenting in sculpture,
reasonable concessions to weaken
working in clay and plaster and
the appeal of the movement.
carved stone and wood and doing
3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851
Gottschalk will participate in a
some assemblages. In 1966 he
"rap session" with students March
began investigating color and has
11 at 3 p.m. in the Esther
devoted the last five years to
Thompson Lounge of the Student
painting.
Union.
Chi£>f influences have been
His third lecture will be March
primitive art, mainly African
16 at 3 p.m. in the Simpson
Negro and Pre-Columbian art, the
Room of the home economics
sculptors .Jacques Lipchitz and
building. His topic will be "The
Barbara Hepworth, painters Josef
Revival of Intellectual Curiosity."
Albers and Piet Mondrian, and
two
New Mexico painters, Oli
Women arc very delicate and
Sihvonen
and Raymond Joru;on.
should be manhandled with care,
The
artist
owned Patterson
a recent doctor's survey shows.
Gallery and was co·ownet of

Violent Student Rebellions
Indicate Lack~ of Direction

By MICHAEL WIDMER
BOSTON (UPI)-Though
harmful, marijuana is less harmful
than alcohol or tobacco, and
should b<> legaliz(ld.
Thai's the conclusion of Lester
Grinspoon, director of psychiatry
at Massachusetts Mental Health
Center and authm of a book on
marijuana which its publish~?r-the
Harvard University Press-says
"will become thE' standard
refe1·ence in its field."
"The harm r~?sulting from the
use of marijuana is of far lower
order of magnitude t.han the harm
caused by abuse of narcotics,
a I coho! and other drugs,"
Grinspoon concludes in his
352-page work, "Marijuana
Reconsidered," to be published in
May.
Grinspoon, 42, who spent two
years on the project and "used
every pos&ible source I could get
my hands on," said in an
interview he approached the
subject originally "with a negative
bias."
"I really thought marijuana was
a dangerous drug. I was
brainwashed like everyone else,"
he said. "But after about the first
year I concluded that I couldn't
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Working Would Improve
College Student's Attitude

Associate Justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court William 0.
Douglas will speak at Popejoy
Hall, Monday, March 15 on "'l'he
Conservation of Man." Douglas'
visit is sponsored by the ASUNM
Speaker's Committee.

NEW YORK (UPI)-If one
college prt>sident could dictato years of compulsory education,
admission requiremt>nls entc>r college with a negative
attitude toward what it's all
nationwidt>, every student would about.
work one year before entt•ring
''Their attitude is that
college.
t>ducation
is an onerous system
The payoff, according to Miller
yon
havt>
to
learn to bea;," he
Upton, ht>ad of B<.'loit College in
said.
"That,
instead
of viewing
Beloit, Wis., would be this: A
education
as
a
process
designed
to
student hody possPs&ed of more help a person lt>arn."
matmil.}•, grt>al!'r motivation and
"Such an attitude among high
mort• common sPnsP.
H'hool
graduate& kills the spirit of
Next September Bl'loit will
tlw
inl<'li!'cl
of stimulating
offer entering freshmen an option and inspiring.inslt>ad
•·
to do just that. Under Option II,
Tlw educator, a native of New
as tll!' plan is called, st•lecte>d Orleans
and former dean of the
sludt•nt& will pay $100, receive
school
of
business administration
collt•gp orientation and job
guidance-·and then go out and at Washington Unh-ersity in St.
Louis, has pioneered other
worl' for a Vl'aJ·.
d1anges in highPr education.
Th••y w fii haw the peace of
Eight years ago, when Beloit
mind that comes from knowing
they hav<• b<'£'11 ace<•pted by a went on a trim!'ster plan (thn•e
coiiPgt•, plus somt> of tlw pl"t>stigP terms of four months each), a
work term was institut!?d. During
of bt>ing associatPd with samt•.
!he
term, students assigned
"When a pt>rson works," Upton
said, "that person ft•f?ls nPeded, "work" go off campus and hold
develops self relianPt•. down a job.
independence and can evPn risk
RomE' go to Europe and work in
failurt>. To part>nts, antieipat.ion of hotPis and banks, some go io the
fail uri' is a horrible thing, but they nation's capital and work for
forget that th~?y got to whert> they solons or fedt>ral agenciPs, othPrs
are via trial and error."
work in pov~>rty programs.
Up ton maintains that many
"'This is not just busy work,"
students today, products of 12 Upton said. "They go into
t•xisting jobs and see the world as
it is.''

Los Alamos Pairtter Plans
I onson Gallery Art Show

SCHWINN VARSITY'" SPORT

In Concert

Broken Maslc Gallpry, both in Los
Alamos.
l:lt> has had paintings accepted
for the Santa Fe Biennial and the
Four State Own • Your - Own
jurit>d show at Southern Colorado
State College in Pueblo.
The exhibition will OP<'l\ with a
reception from 2 to 5 p.m. Th!'
gallery at 1909 Las Lomas Rd.
N.E. is open from noon to 6 p.m.
daily except Monday. The show
closes April 9.

./
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The word Brougham originated
in the Italian province of Broughi
and is used to define a type of
thorn found only in that area.
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UNM Will Receive
$14,500 Traffic
Safety Study Grant

Thp New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
Univfrsity of Nrw Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Prih!Nl by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuqut•rque, New Mexit'o,
87106. Sub.scnption rate is $7 for
the academiC' Yt•ur.
Tht• opintons expressed on th{"
1
t. ditorial
pages of Tht- Lobo ar(l'
those of the author soi<•Jy.
Uns•gn<•d opinion is that of the
editorial bo;.rd of The Lobo:
Nothing nrcessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the UniversiW of New Mexico.

SANTA FE-Ambulance
attendants and drivers throughout
New Mexico will gain additional
training through a $14,500 traffic
safety grant to UNM, it has been
announced by Gov. Brucc> King.
Goal of the project developed
by the UNM-Emergency ME'dical
Services will be able to provide
ambulance service personnel 40
hours of training beyond
American H.!'d Cross Standard
First Aid. Classes will be hPld in
five regional locations to allow
a c cessabili ty lo ambulance
personnel throughout tlw state.
Irvin E. Ht>ndryson is director
of the UNM pl"Oject and will set
up the courses, along with
continuing education sessions, it1
Las Cruces, Roswell, Las Vt•gas,
Farmington and Albuquerque.
Each class will be limited to •10
students from existing ambulance
services.
Law enfo1·cement and fil·e
department pe1·sonncl also will be
~ligible for the program if
openings are available, Hendryson
said.
·

Second Albuquerque Appearance
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and CLEANING

miseducating doct.ors.
''In addiLion, the older
generation is suspicious of the
youngpr generation and associalPs
marijuana with all the things they
don't like about young people and
their unfamiliar life style.
Ddnking alcohol is as American as
apple pie, but marijuana is
considered somc!thing foreign.
"Thus the marijuana laws have
boen used by lhe older generation
to impose a kind of moral
hegemony on all of society. "!'his
is the way it's been for us and this
is the right way,' tlwy say.
"If we are to keep the harm of
this approach from reaching the
proportions of a real national
disaster," Grinspoon said, "we
must move to make the social use
of marijuana legal."

Under Upton's leadership, the
colll'ge also adopted a unique way
of paying for college. The total
tuition bill is figured on entrance
and thPn divided into eight equal
installments, one due every six
months. Parents have the
advantage of knowing that the
bargained for cost of college
won't go up evE>ry yeal~as it does
at schools where the bill is figured
at X·number of dollars per credit
for each semester.

Fleurette

CA-MPUS 'iAliNDRY .

A KQEO-Golden Suw Presentation
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document the dreadful dangers
concerning marijuana that I had in marijuana. All right, but 90 punitive approach is not just
percent have used Pepsi Cola and
the back of my mind.
100
percent have drunk milk at harmful and scarring to these
"The more I got into it, the
one
time
or another. This is the young people -nd others who use
more convinced I became that
the dt·ug. It is damaging to society
poorest
kind
of reasoning.
while marijuana is not a harmless
bee a use it lends credence to the
"There is now an abundance of
drug-every drug is potentially
belit>f-held by much of t.he
harmful-it is relatively less evidence that marijuana is not an
younger genera iion-that our
harmful than alcohol and tobacco, addictive drug," he said.
institutions are hypocritical and
the two drugs that western society "Cessation of its use produces no
ineq~litable.
has found socially acceptable and withdrawal symptoms, nor does a
"Clearly the greatest harm from
the only two drugs that have been user feel any need to increase the
mariJuana is not caused by taking
d <! m on str a ted to cause tissue dosage as he becomes accustomed
the drug itself, but the social cost
damage," he said.
to the drug. Investigators have
that is a t"onsequ<.>nce of peoplt,'s
"Why even between 500 and found that habituation to reactions to these laws," he said.
1000 persons die each year in t.his marijuana is not as strong as to
"Enforcement of the existing
country because of aspirin tobacco or alcohol."
mm·ijuana laws is more costly and
For all these reasons,
complications. I haven't found a
dangerous than is use of the drug
single recorded death from Grinspoon concludes ''the 1only
itself."
marijuana."
rational thing to do is to legalize
Grinspoon believes the
Grinspoon, who is also marijuana, and regulate its
l ega! ization of marijuana now
associate clinical professor of distribution for people over 18."
"would probably result in more
psychiatry at Harvard Medical
Ant imarijuana legislation widespread use. However, since at
School, does not share the "defines a crime which is a crime
the present time the use is
popular belief that the use of without any victim," he said.
increasing explosively, it won't be
marijuana leads to harder drugs. "Marijuana does not encourage
very long befme the prevalence of
'"l'he data does not in any way crime, sexual debauchery, or
its use will be about the same
suggest that there is anything other antisocial activity. It is a
whether marijuana is legal or
inherent in marijuana that leads to highly personal fo1·m of behavior.
not."
harder drugs anymore than there
"You do a great deal of damage
"The marijuana issue is highly
is anything inherent in Pepsi to society when you label an emotional," he said. "We have
Cola," he said. "Most of the increasingly large and significant
received a great deal of
studies say 70 percent of the proportion of the population of misinformation beginning with
heroin addicts have used this country as criminals,"
the successful propaganda
Grinspoon said. "Among this
campaign started by the Federal
group are the most creative, the
Bureau of Narcotics in the 1930s.
most interesting, the most critical
'l'he American Medical
members for the future of the
Association has become a
society.
handmaiden of the Bureau in
"This highly repressive and
speaking false information and
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Asia's Oil Attracts U.S. Interest

Lobo Review

Petroleum Companies Explore Offshore Supplies
By BARRY WEISBERG
College Press Service/Pacific
N cws Service
One important aspect of the
"Vietnamization" plan for
Indo china h11s received little
attention: the Americanization of
Southeast Asia's rich offshore oil
beds.
In December, 1970, the
Thieu-Ky regime gave the official
go-ahead for negotiating offshore
leasing arrangements between
South Vietnam and 21 contending
petroleum companies, mostly
American. Extensive American
petroleum exploration in
Indochina and South Vietnam has
bE'en conducted for more than
two years.
The 1S offshore South Vietnam
concessions are in the Gulf of
Thailand and the southeast
offshore region adjacent to the
penal colony of Con Son. Saigon
will offer the concessions on a
"best offer basis," allowing great
flexibility on the part of
contending petroleum companies.
The importance of oil in the
entire Southeast Asian continental
shelf stems from predictions that
within· the next 10 years the
industrial world will consume as
much petroleum as was produced
in the entire previous history of
oil use. A U.S. oil expert with 15
years' experience in Southeast
Asia has said that in five years
"the offshore oil fields of
Thailand, Cambodia, Malaysia,
South Vietnam and Indonesia will
be ready to produce more than is
now produced in the whole
western world."
In addition to the offshore
area, prosepcting has also
occurred in the rich Mekong Delta
and on the alluvial plains of
Thailand. Potential petroleum
deposits have been detected along
the entire continental shelf
connecting Japan, Indochina,
Indonesia and Australia. A report
by World Oil in August predicts
"a daily average crude production
of 400 million barrels by 1975

Fly Trans-Love to
Europe

$239
Boeing 707-first class
New York-London
(round trip)

June-September
Call Wed. & Thurs.
268-4063
4-6 PM
Limited Seating

TRANS-LOVE

from this area." That would be
· 146 billion barrels a year, or
nearlv three-fourths of the entire
production of petroleum in the
world to date.
America has a long-standing
interest in the natm·al resources of
Southeast Asia. In 1965, Henry
Cabot Lodge, then U.S.
Ambassador to South Vietnam,
stated: "He who holds or has the
influence in Vietnam can effect
the future of the Philippines and
Formosa to the East, Thailand
and Burma with their huge rice
supplies to the west, and Malaysia
and Indonesia with their rubber,
oil, tin to the south."
The recent military escalations
into Cambodia and Laos coincide
with the actual determination of
petroleum deposits in Indochina.
Agence France-Presse reported
Feb. 7 that "the very recent
discovery of important oil
deposits in Thailand and South
Vietnam explains in great part,
according to reliable sources in
Moscow, the resurgence of
military activities in Indochina,
particularly the recent events in
Laos. One can not know precisely
when the existence of the deposits
became known to the Americans,
but according to the same sources,
one can not discard the possibility
that decise information on this
subject was obtained before the
unrolling of events in Cambodia
last spring." Jacques Decornoy,
respected Southeast Asian editor
of Le Mende, wondered on Jan.
S: "Have the oil companies
perhaps received some solid
assurances from Washington
concerning the willingness of the
United States to 'hold' Indochina,
and South Vietnam in
particular?"
American petroleum
investment in Southeast Asia is
already extensive. Standard Oil
and Shell have been investing in
the region for more than fifty
years. At present, offshore oil
concessions dot a map Of
Southeast Asian waters, and by
the end of 1971 Indonesian
petroleum production is expected
to reach one million barrels a day,
with American interests
dominating SO percent of
production. U.S. investment in
Indonesian oil has jumped from
$100 million in 1969 to $130
million in 1970, and is expected
to climb to $160 million in 1971.
Pertamina, the national
Indonesian petroleum company
has negotiated more than 2S
production and exploration
contracts with foreign companies,
17 of which are American.
To date there have been five

Popejoy

By LESLIE WADDY
Transcendental meditation is
the simple mental technique,
allowing the attention of the mind
to turn within, producing deep
relaxation, an expansion of
awareness. greater mental clarity,
more spontaneous actions, and
better health," explained visiting
1 ecturer on Transcendental
Meditation, David Fitch.
Fitch is touring the country
sponsored by The Student
International Meditation Society
(SIMS), a non-profit organization.
He will gi.ve a free lecture on
transcendental meditation, March
11, at S p.m., in the Alumni
Memorial Chapel on Roma.
"It is not a religion, you don't
have to subscribe to any structure
to practice it. It is a mechanical
universal technique, anyone who
can think can meditate," said
Fitch.
"Drug takers report that they
no longer feel the desire for drugs.
If they do take drugs, the
sensations induced are very
disappointing in comparison with
those experienced during

Hall

-Clive Barnes, N.Y. Times
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Leases

Meditation: Mind-Mending Trip

WITHOUT RESERVATION!''

'

The oil fields of Indochina have
been carved up into leased
property by major world
petroleum development firms.
The map above shows division of
oilbeds expected to produce some
400 million barrels of crude oil a
day by 1975.

meditation. The deep stresses that
cause psychological hang-ups are
eased. Problems are dealt with at
their level rather than at their
symptom. Thus nothing such as
aspirin or tranquilizers, are needed
to deal with the symptoms of that
problem," Fitch said. "Scientific
measurements have indicated that
the metabolic rate can drop to SO
percent in meditation, this is four
to five times greater than a deep
sleep."
The m ed ita tion society at
UNM, consisting presently of 70
members, is headed by Tony
Dreskin, a freshman from
Cincinnati.
"I came to UNM to crE'ate a
center for transcendental
meditation in Albuquerque. My
family has group meditations at
home. Turning my family on to iL,
came about when my mother
noticed a recent calmness about

me.
"She inquired about its cause
and I told her how I had been
practicing mE'ditation for a
number of months. She asked if
anyone could learn and I
instructed her.
"This led to three of my four
brothers picking up on the vibes.
My brothers have been instructed,
as well as my sister and her
husband who are enjoying their
new togetherness," he said.
Fitch added that, "through this
simple, natural technique,
students find they have more
energy, more creativity, are
happier, use more of their mental
potential, and have a big increase
in their compatibility with
others."
Dreskin invited anyone
sincerely interested In
transcendental meditation to call
him any time, at 294-04a5.

•

•

Hadrian VII

Chicago Stops Here Again
For Sunday Rock Concert
Rock concerts continue to
thrive. Looks like Grand Funk
Railroad is going to carry out
their threat to make up the
concert they had to cancel a few
weeks back; they're scheduled for
April 1 (no kidding, folks) at
Tingley Coliseum. But Sunday,
March 21, Chicago will be at

Libhers Refuse to Leave
Seized Harvard Building
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPI)-The lights stayed on all night in
the Harvard University building as
the women's liberation supporters
who occupied it planned what to
do if the police came to evict
them.
The number of women in the
school's Architectural Technology
workshop has varied between 25
and 200 since the building was
taken over Saturday. The women
have refused to leave.
Harvard took the final legal
step necessary if it wishes to call
in the police, it got a court order
Tuesday afternoon, returnable on
Monday, which accuses the
women of unlawful trespass and
orders them to end the
occupation.
The order was necessary to
evict Radcliffe studl'nts, who are
entitled to use the premises as
long as they pay tuition. 'fhey can
now b<> arrested for violating a
court order.
the school previously had shut
offheaLandtelephoncserviceand
tried to stop the electricity, but
women restored it at a switchbox.

City public health inspector
Joseph Deleo told them Monday
the building had been condemned,
but they laughed at him.
About 75 women stayed
overnight in the building aflcr
Dean Archibaid Cox, using a
bullhorn, ordered them to leave
and the "Jane Doe" order was
given them through a mail slot.
Silting on mattresses in the
second floor or the run-down
building, they passed around
home made stew and talked about
what to do if the police come.
Some urged physical resistance,
such as forming a flying wedge
and running through the police.
Others were confused.
"I'm scared or the pigs," one
woman said. "I notice those who
urge a military position"physical resistance-- "are not
here tonight."
The group did not d<>cidc but
planned further activif:ies for the
next several days. They want the
building used for a women's
center and later used for low rent
housing.
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Theo Barnes played the title
role of Hadrian VII in the road
show production that played in
Popejoy Hall Monday. To his left
is John Leighton, who shot down
his dreams of being Pope.

Erases Psychological Hang- Ups

HI RECOMMEND ~1776'

•

Theo Barnes Great as Fr. Rolfe

Seu

major petroleum finds on the
shelf, one by Royal Dutch Shell
and four by American companies:
Atlantic Richfield (which
pioneered the Alaskan Nmth
Slope discovery), Cities Service
and the Union Oil Company and
Natomas of California. Aside from
Indonesian waters, there has been MO.!lll,.!i!!l.t,!\~u~!~
a rish to the Gulf of Thailand and
Malaysia with continued attention
to the coastal waters of South
Vietnam.
Standard Oil of New Jersey
(Esso) is reported to have
discovered oil in its
28,000-square-mile concession off
the coast of Malaysia, directly
adjacent to the South Vietnamese
blocks. Esso has made no
announcement, realizing the news
of the find would greatly boost
the South Vietnamese bidding.
However, it opened a greatly
enlarged petroleum refinery in
Singapore Feb. 19. A U.S.
Embassy official in Singapore,
base for the burgeoning petroleum
operations of Southeast Asia,
suggested: "We've had all the
Oil
feelings of an oil boom here in
Singapore already. B·ut with the
recent chaos in the Mid East the
oil moguls must be frantic now to
get more firmly into Southeast
Asia."

And The Cultural Program Com1nittee
Present
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SPuth China

Lotus I don't know much about;
and The Ark Band are three
males/one female from Santa Fe
who play guitar marvelously and
vocalize even better. The chick
sounds very much like Tracy
Whatshername of Mother Earth.
"Tickets only cost $2.00!" sez
Mr. Natch'l- indeed a tempting
proposition. Takes place Tuesday,
March 16 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Union ballroom. And that's all I
know, folks- what I read on the
leaflet - 'cause I'm supposed to
be in charge here but nobody ever
tells me anything. But I have a
suspicion this was a rather
suddenly arranged booking.
Don't tell anyone, but someone
somewhere on the West Coast is
trying to arrange an Elton John
concert for Albuquerque. And
there's still the slightest possibility
the fantastic Savoy Brown/Small
Faces and Rod Stewart/Grease
Band tour might be persuaded to
stop here. They do have the open
dates.

* * *

Tingley, and that should make up
for it. Tickets are going for $4.50
(slightly more reasonable), with
no reserved s e a t s "Fillmore-style" seating, as has
been done here successfully since
Canned Heat's show. (The
motivation is mostly capitalistic:
you can pack more kid$ in that
way.) Chicago will be doing the
whole show themselves.
Coming to UNM, if a flyer I
found floating around The Lobo
office when I came in today is to
be believed, are Phil Ochs, The
Family Lotus, and The Ark Band.
Phil is, certainly, an OK guy with
a pretty fine singer; The Family

Many other worthy offerings
coming up in the next week or
so ...
This evening at S:15, Popejoy
Hall, the UNM Chamber Orchestra
presents its third (?) concert of
the school year.
Tonight through Sunday the
University of Albuquerque
presents "Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead."
Saturday and Sunday at
Popejoy Hall, S:l5 p.m.:
"1776"- highly recommended.
Wednesday, March 17 at S:15,
Popejoy Hall - the UNM Concert
Band.
Same place, same time, next
night- classical guitarist Julian
Bream (another premier event).
"The Trial", from UNM's
persevering drama department S :15 p.m., Recital Hall, March
1S-21.

Court Will Hear Charges Sunday
Student Court will hold a
hearing Sunday on chargE's of
iliPgal expenditures which were
filed t.h is week against Film
Committee Chairman Grant
Houston.
The charges were filed Tuesday
by the ASUNM attorney general
alleging "expenditures not
provided for or cont<~mplated in

the current ASUNM Senate
appropriations, such as monies
expended on film, lunches or
telephone (:ails."
Student Court has issued
temporary restraining orders
impounding all financial records
of the committee, and enjoining
the ASUNM treasurer from
disbursing any funds from the
committee's account.

kopy korn.er
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Monday evening's performance
of "Hadrian VII" by The
Producing Managers Company was
the most enjoyable and satisfying
piece of dramatic fare for Popejoy
Hall had had this year.
I would rather see actors
perform well in a mediocre vehicle
than witness a good play abused
by actors who can't or won't
realize its potential; I had neither
problem with "Hadrian." Based
on the novel (way ahead of its
time) by the same name, written
by Frederick William Rolfe in
19 04, it is a fascinating character
study which this cast- and
especially Theo Barnesdeveloped to a high degree.
Although I haven't read Rolfe's
novel, it obviously must be an
intriguing semi-autobiography of
the ne'er- do -well near-madman.
Peter Luke, author of the
adaptation, chose well in
exhuming this rather obscure
work for molding into a play, but
the job he did on it is responsible
for at least half the brilliance of
the stage production of "Hadrian
VII."
What he did. was to take what is
described as an "unintentional
autobiography" by Rolfe and
change a few names and
situations, coming up with a
delightful web within which it is
hard to distinguish the original
author from his character. Rolfe
was a failure during his lifetime as
a teacher, composer,
photographer, painter, furniture
designer, typographer and author,
and above all was a frustrated
priest, having been twice booted
out of seminaries during his
unceasing efforts to achieve holy
orders after his conversion to
Catholicism. The same is true of
the play's "Rolfe," with the
embellishment that he has been
denied four times. Rolfe named
his central character George
Arthur Rose; Peter Luke was
more honest in calling him
"Frederick Rolfe." And for an
added twist, Luke threw in an
additional character who is a
young reflection of both
"Rolfes," and aptly named him
"George Arthur Rose." Just the
barest knowledge of these
circumstances surrounding the
authorship of the novel "Hadrian
The Seventh" (sic) allows the
confusing delight of trying to
untangle the fictional from the
semi -fictional characters.
Had this play been produced 15
or 20 years ago, it would have
created a tremendous furor,
probably never being allowed on
Broadway or London's West End.
Rolfe's criticisms of (highly)
organized religion- the Catholic
Church, specifically- were 50
years ahead of their time, but
have been kicked around for some
time now. Anyone shocked by
"Hadrian VII" must have either
closed ears or a closed mind. "Are

New Degree

... -

you still a Catholic?" the cardinal
asks layman "Rolfe." "Rest
assured I am not in revolt against
the faith," he answers, "only the
·faithful." Still, it is a pointed and
intelligent commentary, even 67
years after its first presentation.
Theo Barnes was the 216th
actor auditioned for the leading
role; I'm glad the producers
persisted. The role of the beaten,
twisted, loveless "Rolfe/Hadrian"
is a complex and energetic one.
Barnes is simply magnificent. His
cockiness from the outset
establishes the character as a man
who knows he's hearing the
"true" drummer, even t}10ugh the
rest of society beats him to failure
for it. When he gets his chance to
show his stuff, Barnes goes at it
with all the relisl1 the real Rolfe
w o u ld have, had he had the
opportunity (which he really did,
in writing the nbvel). When the
newly-ordained "Fr. Rolfe" is
told he has been selected the new
pope, his surprise lasts all of two
seconds before throwing his arms
in the air and exuberantly
shouting his acceptance: "Yolo!!"
There wasn't a poor or miscast
actor in the entire company.
Barnes stood above everyone, and
Joseph Maher was delightful as
the bishop who never batted an
eyelash at "Rolfe's" eccentric
behavior, but this is reflection
only on their superb talent and
never took away from the others.
They are a marvelous company.
The only complaint I have is
with the ending. Whether or not
the novel ends that way I can't
say, but the revelation that the

.

whole story is merely a dream of
"Rolfe's" puts a bit of a damper
on things. While the gimmick
allows Peter Luke to make some
comments on the real Frederick
Rolfe, it takes away too much
that should have been left to the
playgoer's imagination. The dream
aspect puts it in a class with too
much cheap literature.
"Hadrian VII" is probably the
best contemporary drama I've
ever seen. I would wholeheartedly
recommend it were it not for the
feeling that it is a rather delicate
work whose brilliance hinges
greatly on t.he perfmmance of the
lead actor. But without question,
Theo Barnes and "Hadrian VII"
make a magnificent combination.
Charles Andrews

THE TIME IS NOW!
Would you likr to recelvc frt•e flying
lessons (if qunliticd) und ovor $1000
whj]c still in college? Do you wnnt a
guaranteed job upon receiving n Bache~
lor's degree? Ii you nnswe~ "YES/'
ncrhntlB you shou1d investigate the opportunities that the Air Force ROTC
program cnn offer you.
1.'o find out ii you nrc cJigibJc for our
program, there arc two initial Jlroces ..
sing shms: the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test nnd a physical examination.
And remember, thcr~ is no obligation
incurred by processing for the program.
If you arc in good hcalUl, have rL 2.0
cumulative grade point average and
two ucademic years remaining (either
graduatC', undergraduate, or n combinn..
tion of botlt), contact ua NOW. Initial
processing for entran~c into the pro..
rrram next Scptcmb('r shouJd be eomJ>Ict<!d by 1 April1971.
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LAS CRUCES (UPI)-Starting
this fall, New Mexico State
University will offer a bachelor of
science d e gree in engineering
technology to its academic
program.
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Long All WAC Scoring Champ

Sports

In June of 1967 UNM
basketball coach Bob King was
quoted as saying, "This is the
biggest gem we've ever signed by
far."
The gem· he was referring to
was I n d i a n a ' s Mr.
BaskPtball-Willie Long. The 6·8
pivot lived up to his advance
billing and four YP<Us later
finished as the greatest scorer in
the history of New Mexico
basketball.
The Lobos completed their
1970·71 basketball campaign last
weto'k def<>ating Arizona 93·83 in
1'ucson to complete the season at
14·12 and 4·10 in the WAC race.
Long scored 29 points in the
final game to become the all time
career scoring leader with 1542
points and matched his single
season school record with 621
points. The old record for career
points was set by the great Mel
Daniels who finished with 1537
points during the 1965·67 era.
Long also set single season
records when made 193 of 273
free throw attempts which now
stand as records for most free
throws made and most attempted.

The old mark was 166 of 221 set
by Toby Roybal during the 1956
campaign. Although not records,
Long also finished as the team's
leading rebounder with 277 and
had the best pE•rcentage from the
floor hitting an even fifty pet·cent
of his field goal attempts.
Although not a stal'ter as a
sophomore, Long scot·ed 30 or
more points seven times, had 20
or more in :33 games and had a
career high of 41 last season in
New Mexico's 90·77 win over
Brigham Young in Provo, Utah.·
The 41 pointer tied for second in
single scoring just four points shy
of eqnaling the school mark.
Over the weekend the native of
Fort Wayne, Indiana named to the
All·WAC first team and yesterday
was named to the all District 7
NCAA team. It was the second
time in as many years he has been
named to the All·WAC squad.
Long and teammate Petie
Gibson were the only seniors on
the roster and like Long, Gibson
started his college career with the
UNM freshmen team. The 5·8
Gibson finished his college career
with 866 career points but holds

Coach King had two other
st£\rters finishing the yPar in
double figures. Junior Mike
Faulknel· scored 27 points in the
final game to finish with 337
points and 13.0 awrage while
sophomore John Johnson was
third with 283 points and a 10,9
average.
Long's averarre of 23.9 points a
game was the "'leading average 111
WAC this year. His overall average
for WAC games however was 25.7.
records when he made 19 3 of 27 3
free throw attempts which now
stand as records for most free
throws made and most attempted.
The old mark was 166 of 221 set
by Toby Roybal during the 1956
campaign. Although not records,
Long also finished as the team's
leading rebounder with 277 and
had the best percentage from the
floor hitting an even 50 percent of
his field goal attempts.

.

Deathblow Champs Do Battle March 20

Willie Long

\

Willie Long is WAC scoring
Cha.'Tip this year with 25.7 points
per game scoring average.

On Saturday March 20 UNM
will play host lo the 1971
National Black BPlt Grand
Championships.
The event, sponsored hy the
West MPsa·U. of A. Judo-Karate
club, will take place in Johnson
Gym and will consbl of two
separatt> bouts.

UNDERGROUND FILMS COME
TO THE SURFACE AT THE
SAT.URDAY

MIDNIGHT

The first contest, the National
Black Belt Championship, will
begin at 1:30 p.m. and will
feature top black·belt Karate
experts from the United States,
Korea, Mexico and Latin America.
Several UNM black belts are also
expected to compt~te.
The winners of the 1;30 bout
will then be pitt('d against the six
top American black belts.
Scheduled to begin at 8 p.m. the
National Black Belt Grand
Championships will decidt> who
are ghe bt•st karate experts in the
nation.
Sam Allred, spokesman for the
Karat<> Club, said, "this will bt> by
far tlw b<>st Karate tournam(•nt
held in lh<> nation."
He added, "because of the
ovPrflow crowds WI.' experienc('cl
at our last three tournaml•nls WE'
moved from West Mesa gym to
l'Nl\1. Karatp is the fastt>st
grO\ving spectator sport in llw
Fnitecl StatPs and is p<>rhaps Lh<>
most ('X citing. The lwst will bt•

h( fP."'
1

Spo1·ts

Illustrated and CBS

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Muscular Dystrophy
Members of UNM fraternities
and sororities will distribute green
shamrocks in retmn for donations
to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association of America March 13
at various shopping centers
throughout the city.

Jonson Gallery
An exhibit of act·ylic polymer
paintings by William Patterson of
Los Alamos will be shown at
Jonson Gallery March 13 through
April 9 from noon to six p.m.

Women Meet
An ad hoc group of graduate
women will meet March 11 in the
Union, room 250-D at 8 p.m.
Plans for coordinating women's
center activities will be discussed.

Student Veterans
The Student Veterans
Association will meet March 11,
at 8 p.m. in the Union, Room
250·E. The national convention
will be discussed.

Gottschalk
Louis Gottschalk, visiting
Popejoy professor, will participate
in a "rap session" with students
March 11 at 3 p.m. in the Union
lotmge.

Reading Conference
Reading: "Success In the
Seventies" will be the theme of
the fourth annual reading
conference held at the UNM
March 19 and 20. Advanced
reservation for meals should be in
by March 12. Registration for the
conference will be on March 19.
John C. Manning, professor of
reading instruction at the
University of Minnesota, will
speak.
One credit is available to
students who attend. Graduate
credit will be granted only to
those enrolled in graduate school.
An initial fee of $3 must be paid
on March 19. A schedule of
further fees is available by writing
to C & I 429, workshop in current
research in reading, administration
building.

Bat Lecture
J. Scott Altenbach of the
Colorado State University (CSU)
will p1·esent a lecture on bats,
March 12 at 9:30 a.m. in the
biology building, mom 139.
Altenbach's talk on locomotor
morphology in the vampire bat as
demonstrated by high speed
photography is free and open to
all interested persons.
Altenbach is working toward

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7o per word, 20 word mini·
WHERE: JoumnliBm Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per tfme rllll. I! :ul is to
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
nzn tlve or more consecutive daya with
no chllDit<'S the rate is reduced to 5c
CIMBified Adveriloing
por word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
worda to 10.
AlbuQuerque, N.M. 8710G
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News will cover the event and,
according to Allred, "il is tlw first
time that Sport's Illustratf.'ci has
cowred a karatP championship
and when they cover an t'vtmt you
know it must be good."
'rh1• six deft'nding their titl!'S in
thp Grand Cham]Jionships art';
Ron .Marchini, Bill Wallace, Mitch
Bobrow, Fred Wn•n and Louis
D<>lgado.
Admission for c•ach of thf.'
contPsfs will be $I.;;o ami tif.'lwls
will bt• sold at thP gnlP.

Baseball twoTeam Faces NMS Test

After winning
games in a
three gam<• series last week, tl1!'
PNM baseball squad h<•ads south
this Wl'ek<'nd for a single game
I•'riday with New Mf.'xico Slate
and a twinbill on Saturday in Las
Cruel's.
Coach Bob Leigh's Lobos
opened the season with New
Mexico Highlands defeating the
Cowboys on Friday 15·2 and
splitting a twinbill on Saturday
winning the opener 9·8 but losing
the nightcap 8·4.
Leigh is expected to stay with
the same pitching rotation for the
Aggie series with ace Jim
Kremmel (1·0) working on Friday
and Mike Hall (0·0) and Wendell
Franke ( 0·1) getting the nods in
the doubleheader. Kremmel
worked seven innings of scorelPss
ball but gave way to a reliever in

Senate Unit Hears NM lob W Qes

all the records in assists. He
averaged 9.4 points per game this
season, with a record setting 198
assists to give him a three year
total of 560.

tlw 15·2 win over Highlands. He

limited the Pokes to two hits and
struck out six.
All·WAC outfic•ldt•r Rick Wicks
hit a grand slam home run in lhe
opem•r and t.Iwn had a douhlP in
t•ach gam!' on Saturday. In tlw
series the Lobos cam<• up with 34
hits including three doubles, four
triples and thP home run by
Wicks.
The Lobo lineup will have
George Ruth at first; Ken Johnson
at second, Bill Smith at short with
Larry Minarsich at third. Jim
SurbPr will catch with Armando
Reyes in left field, Wicks in center
and Bob Faford in right.
The Aggies come into thP.
contl'st with a 4-1 record after
taking two of three from
Northern Arizona University last
week.

E

PERSONALS
Tim wom,n· lS l'HASIUNG nround

Wl'<Jt

LOS'!': !'AIR OF wmmtrMH in dark blu~
l"UiW. Pll"mw ,•nU iC found, 242-071~. M>·
PY<':~ nre killim~ nw. 3 11
I.OH'l': PlJHg WHI'fl-: MAT,I~ <a-:Hli!AN
.Slli·:t~r·:RD. ntluJt, Vr'ilJ p,-i\.'e tmrt'hrt'd
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ART~LESSONS -·i,y experien~od toaoh~r.
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pemonnl instrurtion-"345·0201, 3!!2
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MISCELLANEOUS

TH:--;:U;::N;;ll;;h;;'It:;:B;-;I;U;T,l>-;U-;;IN:;;~-;;1;:'s~St;::u::;de:::n:;t.....,-:L:;ik;:::r•
nry MnJ!nzin(' is ta.king nrt '\'tork. ph_o ..

togrnnliy, fietion, nnd poetry tor_ 1to
sprinr: lissup.. J)eadlin~, AprU lat. }Worn
205~Journn1ism Building. 3}22

DON'T JUST STAND THimE! llo liornethin>r l Help our students by tutoring
basi~ suhj('rl.G two hours n. week. _,Ve
n<ed you. t'nll ISRAD Basic Educnt.on,
:!GOO C('ntrnl. 277·3511 3./lG
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"BUNUEL stages this play with explosive ferocities. He is showing us the played-out privileged classes in all their stubborn sterility ••.
fascinating, well-staged and well- played."
-Bosley Crowther, N.Y. Times

"One of Bunuel's powerful, relentless probings of humanity. One has an inescapable
sense of life, death and meaning. The picture
has the ability to haunt you."
-Archer Winsten, N.Y. Post

-Time

•

"Bunuel's chilling shocker,
weird, brooding journey
into the supernatural ...
frighten-ingly real!"
clem perry pre1en1s

LUIS BUNUEL'S

· e exterminating ~~...._~a

ngel

S.tm.-O"Y~
RENTS TUXEDOS
COMPLETE

COAT and

OUTFIT

TROUSERS

$10.00

6.50

FIRST AND GOLD

~ ca~nes festiral

-

~ crtt1cs' award

"'

Showing ~{arch 14th In SUB Theater
At 6, 8, and IOpm $1.00 plus ID
presented by ASUNM Film Committee

247-4347

CLA§§KFKED
ADVER'"fK§ING

FURNISHIO:O

Prl•ft•r nspon"'ilJle marri('fl
without t•hilltrc•n or J'l('l.:;. Quf(lt
101'tdion. 8~7.!';0 indtul(>::~ utiliti~. 1..!-if,G ..
('OUpJ~

7R90. 3t12
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FORREN'f

NEW
ONg
npnrtm<.'nl~.

-Joseph Morgenstern, Newsweek

-Florence Fletcher, Cue

SilO!'. Tuo., 'l'hur. and Sat.-8:30-6;
W<'fl.-10 :30·6: l''ri,-·,:30-6. I,on~: hnir
wolrome. 243·0003. 3/12
LEATHER, SANDAL~S~A:::N:::D~c=.r~.o=T:::H::-:E~.S
custom made. Phone 243-4614. Lowest
J>riees. 2/11
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A MAGNIFICENT FILM!"

"The stron2est of Bunuel's
many strong films.''

She Likes You In a TUX
any t .1m e••••I

SERVICES

nvnilnbt". Only S3. I.r0bo Mt•tFl ShoJ),
212() Cl'nlral !'I.E. 3/lG
==~;-;;··-HOH()S('OP~J DISCOUNTS:
Libra's 10
pt•re('nt di.srount Wrd., enll tor your
natroJor.-iral oi~ms discount ni~~209-

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWlllllllllllililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii~
Power Cells: Union, room 230;
noon.
Popejoy Visiting Professor~ Union.
lounge; 3 p.m.
Christian Science Organization;
Union, room 230; 7 p.m.
Program Directorate; Union, lounge~
7 p.m.
Spurs: Union, worn 231-A·C; 7
p.m.
GSA; Union, room 250-B; 7:30
n -, ..
Bah«ii Union, room 250-D; 8 p.m.
Student Veterans; Union, roo1n
250-E; 8 p,m,
UNM Chamber Orchestra; Popejoy
Hall; 8:15p.m.
Circle IC; Union, north Ballroom
lounge; 9:15 p.m.

boost the state's economy as well
as the region's economy. Montoya
has co-sponsored severn] bills
aimed at helping rural m·eas
attract industry in economy ·
boosting efforts.
"The urgent need for stepped
up vocational education has been
stressed at the hearings held in
Memphis and Raleigh," Montoya
said. "Most all agreed that if a
depressed area offered skilled
labor then industry would go to
them."
A closed mouth gathers no
foot.

''ABSOLUTELY
UNFORGETTABLE.

Calling U

•

LOST&FOUND

2r;:;.a~!J7

Chemistry Seminar
University of Illinois chemist
John Lombardi will address a
University chemistry department
seminar March 11 at 3 p.m. in the
chemistry building, room 101.
Lombardi's talk on the "Stark"
effect in optical spectra is open
free to all interested persons.
llllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllll

o.

FOR SALE

eorn<>r of l\!<'::tu Vistn. 3/16
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Poet Series
Alvaro Cardona·Hine will read
in the GSA·ASUNM poet series
March 12 at 8 p.m. at the Honors
Center.

r(N,

,•our Jwr.ul, maylh1 wp f.'an h(Jil, JltOp it up
iw.ain. Anora: aU dny nnd ni~ht. north

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

FORSALE

I 057 CADILLAC JU.:ARSE__:::l;;l~ed to "ell.
2Gil·21KG- att~·r fJ :OQ, W("{'k('n!l. 3;17

Nl~W STI~IU:O

CAHSB'rTg IU.;CUUDl<~R
PLA YJo:ll with Al\1·1•'111 mullh>lox rndio,

!>l'llnrntr turrttnhlt' mul sfl<':th<'rn. S111i!I.O!i
or 1ow tnonthlv Jtnynwnb. Unitt'd 1~ r<'J~!ht
HnJ~f S!l2() San Mutro. OIHitl n to n.

J
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his doctorate at CSU and has been
accepted as a post-doctoral fellow
at UCLA, where he will work
under biologist George
Bartholomew.

U.S. Sen. Joseph M. Montoya,
(D·N.M.) will bring the Senate
Economic Development
Subcommittee to New Mexico for
hearings April 5·6 in efforts to
boost New Mexico's economy.
Subcommittee hearings held so
far this year have "reconfirmed
the senatot·'s belief that vocational
education training is the key to
attracting industry into rural
an,as," said a Montoya press
release.
Montoya, chairman of the
subcommittee, said he is "open"
to ideas from citizens on how to

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive tim~:s
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"I can throw open to )'Oil
pictttl'e gallery b;lt )'Ott1' own
soul. All I can give yott i.r the
opportmzity, the impulse, the
key. I can help you to make
your ow11 world t'isi!Jle.
That i.r all."
-- j1·om 'Steppenwnlf"

:J920 Rnn Mnl<'o, otwn !I to U. 3/10
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letters
Parking on Grass
To the Editor:
On Saturday and Sunday, March 6
and 7, cars and motorcycles
belonging to players in, and
observers of a rugby tournament,
were driven and parked on one of
the playing fields northeast of
Johnson Gym. Below is a summary
of some of the characteristics of the
vehicles on the fields Sunday.
Type of
Number
Vehicle
on Field State
Motorcycle 5
New Mexico
28
New Mexico
car
car
5
Texas
It should be noted that five of the
New Mexico cars were those of UNM
students. This occurred in spite of
the empty parking lots nearby.
It was cold in that wind, I know,
but it seems that foresight might
have helped non-participants stay
warm under blankets. The
motorcycles hardly offered any
shelter.
Since many people were lying
beside their cars on the grass or at
least outside the cars, I am lead to
believe that their behavior was
simply in disregard of possible
consequences to the grass. Grass on
the field is already a victim of too
much trampling of athletic feet. It
needs every chance for growth and
recovery we can give it, unless next
year's contests are to be held in mud
or on hard packed ground.
Even more important is the
possibility of encouraging
dysfunctional attitudes among the
driving populace at UNM. At a time
when it is becoming increasingly
obvious that the automobile will

Bema

By JOHN A. SALAZAR
(The following was sent to Gov.
Bruce King by former gubernatorial
candidate Salazar.)
I know that we share the interest
of providing our young citizens
between the ages of 18 and 21 full
opportunity to partieipate in the
legislative and political processes of
our society. For this reason, I wish
to call attention to two recent
legislative acts on this issue.
I am pleased to see that House
Joint Resolution number one and
Senate Joint Resolution number one,
proposing amendment to Article 7,
Section 1 of the Constitution to
lower the voting age to 18 years have
been approved by both houses. I am
concerned, however, that the
residency requirement of 12 months
in the state, 90 days in the county

Now , while getting in lots . of
have to be relegated to increasingly
remote areas of the campus, and that hiking around campus, I'll be savmg
more and more walking or bicycling my dollars again so I can purchase
will be required, the parking another two-wheeler. This time I'll
behavior of rugby play.ers is hardly get a logging chain and heavy duty
lock so as to frustrate the thief for a
cricket.
few
more minutes. Perhaps I can
Bill Perret
catch him in time to give him a few
licks.
Bike Rip Off
In the early days of the West, a
To the Editor:
horse
was generally the only way a
That elusive and infamous bicycle
man
could
get around and sometimes
thief of UNM has struck again. This
made the difference between life and
time in broad daylight.
death.
Horse stealers were regarded
I don't like to walk and generally
ride a five speed bicycle everywhere I as low-down varmints and were
go. But Tuesday I became another usually treated to a necktie party
unwilling victim of bike theft and when captured.
A bike doesn't really mean the
was forced to walk.
difference
between life and death,
My bike was chained to a steel
railing outside Johnson Gym while I but it does represent a considerable
had a PE class. When I came out to investment, exercise and ease of
leave, my trusty mode of parking. But now the time has come
to advocate a group of vigilantes on
transportation was gone.
Attracted by the shiny chrome on bicycles.
These vigilantes could ride down
my bike, the thief probably pulled
these
bike hustlers and bring them to
his dependable bolt cutters from his
justice.
Every person with bolt
pocket and cut the chain. Then,
quite happy with his new cutters in his pocket is a potential
acquisition, calmly pedalled off. I crook.
Perhaps one or two of these
hope he breaks his neck.
baddies
hung on a light pole in the
I dutifully reported the dastardly
crime to the campus police, but they mall would be of sufficient warning
were pessimistic about prospects of that the vigilantes mean business.
Dick Kimball
retrieving the bike.

Power Lines

Nelson Slices $100,000 From Budget Requests

To the Editor:
What does the electric company or
whoever is responsible, think they
are doing by putting up those ugly
unsightly, gray concrete pylons on
the east side of campus on Girard?
If every

one is so darned
concerned about pollution, and that
is a form of it, why did they not
think, rr they did that at all, to put
the wires underground? I realize they
are high voltage wires - but even .
those kin~ of wires can be buried;
I've seen 1t done. How would you
like as a homeowner, to have one of
those monstrosities sitting in your
front or back yard, as some people
do on south Girard?
And the electric company says:
"All in the name of progress; and
really they have 'aesthetic quality,' ·they are slim and tapered, no sagging
wires, no bulky steel four-legged
towers of the past, marring up the
landscape." Blah to all that; if that's
their sense of "aesthetic qualities,"
then I have pity for them, because
they don't really know what beauty
is and why it should be preserved.
Barbara G. McClintic

'Ok, Gentlemen, Supposing Laos Is Successful ... How Much For The Concessions?'

Q

Recommends $239,220 Organizational, Project Funding
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
Wednesday night recommended
$239,220 in funding for
organizations and projects next
year, a cut ofmore than $100,000
from the budget requests
originally submitted.
Budget requests from each
organization must still be heard
before Senate Finance
Committee, which recommends
funding of each project to Senate.
F ina! recommendations for the
coming year are voted on in the
spring by the ASUNM student
body.
Requests originally totalled
more than $347,000.
ASUNM will have about
$253,000 to allocate next year,
based on a 6.8 percent enrollment
increase projected by the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF). If
enrollment increases reach the 10
percent expected by the UNM
administration, however, ASUNM
will have about $261,000 to
allocate.
In addition, ASUNM will
receive about $8000 per semester
from GSA for projects jointly
funded by the two governments.
If the BEF enrollment
projections are correct, and
Senate follows executive
recommendations, Senate will
have about $30,000 to allocate
next year, including GSA funds.
Nelson asked $11,380 to fund
executive agencies.

"These are organizations we
added this year and I wanted to
get in the budget so they could
continue next year," he said.
Included in this request is
$3500 for an organic garden, a
"continuation" of this year's
Peoples Park project.
"We have access to a free green
house. Most of the money would
go to pay someone full time to
take care of it; but students could
come and grow things," Nelson
said.
The request also includes
$5000 to the Statistics and
Research Committee, which asked
$8000 for next year. The ASUNM
Advertising Department, which
requested $1200, would get $600
under Nelson's recommendations.
The Visual Coalition would
receive $1000 and the ASUNM
workbook for registration would
receive $800.
Nelson has asked $17,355 for
general government expenses, an
increase of almost $5000 over this
year's budget.
The additional funds would pay
a half·time secretary and a Senate
secretary, and increase the salary
of the present full-time secretary.
In addition, Nelson has asked the
budget for office expenses be
increased from $3000 to $4500,
and the executive contingency
fund be increased from $500 to
$750.
The largest single allocation,

$49,950, would go to Student
Publications Board. The Lobo
would be funded $46,950, a cut
of almost $10,000 from the
original request. The Thunderbird
would get $3000,
Nelson recommended KUNM
be given $42,260 instead of the
$43,300 originally requested.
KUNM's budget last year was
$30,000.
Th§! increase was asked to
replace equipment, increase
salaries, and re·do the KUNM
facilities.
KUNM's eventual goal is to
become eligible for a Ford grant,
Nelson said.
"I think we should spend
heavily on KUNM for a couple of
years so they can r elo ca te
facilities on the crest, and get the
grant. It's sort of long-range
planning," he said.
Some of Nelson's largest cuts
were recommended in the
minority studies centers' requests.
Chicano Studies, which asked
$13,300, was recommended
$4211.50. Chicano Studies
received about $12,500 this year
in allocations from Senate.
The cuts were recommended in
travel expenses to conferences,
administrative expenses, and a
request for a ditto machine.
Black Studies asked $5400, and
Nels~ recommended they be
givew~.200, a slight increase over
this· year. Black Student Union

asked $4650, but Nelson
recommended they be cut entirely
because they were to be funded
for one year only.
Native American Studies was
recommended $2812, the budget
originally requested. Kiva Club,
however, asked $12,972, and
Nelson recommended they receive
$1000.
"They wanted to set up a
regular academic program, which I
cut," Nelson explained.
"I would like to see the
administration pick up the
budgets for the studies centers.
There are other groups that need
funding initially from ASUNM,
and we need to spend our money
there," Nelson said.
Minority scholarships will
remain the same as this year,
$3500. The Drop-In· Center was
recommended $5000, an increase
of almost $2000 over this year,
but a cut of $3000 from what
they requested.
The Draft and Military
Information Service asked a
budget of $8330, but Nelson
recommended $2080. He also
recommended the Agora budget
request be cut from $3014 to
$1700; the College Enrichment
Program be cut from $2000 to
$1500; the Child Care Center be
cut from $11,100 to $7000;
Andean Scholarships be cut from
$2400 to $2000; and tutoring be
cut from $345 to $266.

He also recommended cuts in
the Poetry Series budget from
$4000 to $3000, which is twice as
much as it was funded last year.
He also recommended the
Engineers' Joint Council be
allocated $500 instead of the
$1585 they asked for.
Nelson cut a proposed $15,000
allocation to fund a coop
bookstore because student
government recently has been
working with the administration
on problems over the bookstore.
Another large cut would
allocate the Cultural Program
Committee $15,000 instead of the
$29,500 the committee requesteq.
"I felt the amount of .money
put into it has not benefitted the
student body as much as it would
if spent somewhere else," Nelson
said.
Nelson recommended New
Student Orientation be allocated
$5304. The budget would also
cover teacher evaluation.
Speaker's Committee would be
cut $6000 from this year's
budget, leaving them $10,000.
Requests for $1000 to the
Visual Coalition, $2000 to
Student Lobby, $3000 to the
Student Research Allocations
Committee, $494 to MASH and
$270 to the UNM Amateur Radio
Club were left intact.
Nelson also recommended
funding Amistad, the Free
University, for $1680.
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Senate Extends LUSC' s Life
Bill Stripped of Money Request

and 30 days in the precinct are still
left in Article 7, Section 1 for 18 year - olds and older voters. As you
know, the recent Supreme Court
ruling in the Voting Rights Act,
which Congress passed in 1970,
eliminated the residency
requirements for the 30 day period
in the state.
It is obviously inconsistent to
retain the above stated residency
requirements for state and local
elections when the Voting Rights
Act has already removed all but the
30 day residency requirement for the
federal elections.
This, in fact, imposes a duty upon
the state to set up two different
types of registration and election
procedures for those who qualify
under one, but not both of the
requirements of the existing laws. It
is my opinion that there is still time
to request the legislature to
re-evaluate this matter and institute
corrections that would allow these
various laws proper consistency.
Incidentally, it has just been
reported on March 3 that the U.S.
Judiciary Committee is considering a
bill to amend the U.S. Constitution
to permit full voting rights to all 18 year· olds and older in all states. It is
reported that this move has a very
good chance of being approved by
the Senate, after which it will go to
the states for ratification so that it
may eventually become the law of
the land. I feel that it is critically
important that both the legislature

and the citizenry of this state know
that you support the full extension
of voting rights to 18-year-olds and
older without the unnecessary
conflictual residency requirements
which are contained in the recently
adopted joint resolution.
I also wish to communicate to you
my strong opposition to Senate bill
201, amending Section 3-4-5, NMSA,
1953, that states:
"A qualified elector who is a
minor shall include in his application
to a registration officer a decree of
emancipation from a court of record
or satisfactory proof that ·he is
registering in the county of the place
of residence of his parents,
custodians or legal guardians."
This is obvious class legislative,
and it imposes upon out young
citizens an unnecessary burden in
exercising their voting rights. It
suggest that 18-, 19· and 20-year-olds
are considered second class citizens
who must either go through the
expensive procedure of getting an
emancipation decree to assert their
individuality, or they must, in
essence, "check in with the parents"
before they cast their vote.
It is therefore discriminatory and
violative of equal protection under
the law. I just cannot comprehend
how the Senate could pass on this
bill with a 30 to one vote in favor of
this inflammatory piece of legislation
at a time when it is critical for us to
enlist the energies and efforts of our
young citizens in a creative and

constructive effort toward the
improvement of our society. This
type of legislation can only be
looked upon by our young citizens
as condescending, devisive and
flagrantly discriminatory.
It should require no expertise in
constitutional law to reeognize thP
political implications of this attempt
to block and destroy the
participation of our young citizens in
the legislative process. The fact that
Sen. Ike Morgan can introduce this
bill and have it passed by the Senate
on a 30 to one vote is what I
consider to be an insult to the
citizens of this state, and specifically
to the 18-, 19- and 20-year-olds
whose hopes had been sparked by
the fanfare that attended the passage
of the joint resolution mentioned
above, which itself has the
drawbacks of unnecessary residency
requirements. In my opinion, if there
is to be hope for the survival of our
society, it will come through the
honest and sincere enlistment of our
young citizens in the protection and
improvement of our Republic. This
type of legislation exemplified by
Senate bill 201 is totally inconsistent
with meaningful efforts toward that
hope.
I call upon you as our governor of
our state to openly and· publicly
make your position known on these
issues. Your actions may make
unnecessary the necessity for oncE~
again having to take these matters to
court.
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Spring Warmth

The almost balmy afternoons
have encouraged some highfalutin'
relaxation on the Mall.

SANTA FE- The New Mexico
Senate yesterday passed 25-18 a
bill extending the life of the
Legislative Universities Study
Committee (LUSC) and sent it to
the House where hopes for a
quick action dimmed with a
decision by Speaker Walter
Martinez requiring hearings by
two committees.
Martinez ruled a motion for
referral of the measure to the
House Education and
Appropriations committees passed
on the last of two voice votes. The
bill was stripped of its $50,000
money request by the Senate
Finance Committee.
The Senate Finance Committee
recommended passage of the
measure only after the
appropriation request was striken.
The bill was sent to the
committee, headed by Sen. I.M.
Smalley (D- Sierra- Hidalgo Luna) with no recommendation
by the chamber's Education
Committee.
The Education Committee
originally voted to recommend
the bill be killed but reconsidered.
Its final action did not require a
full Senate vote and the bill went
to Smalley's committee. Smalley

is chairman of the LUSC.
Smalley, in arguing for final full
Senate passage, said his group,
organized two years ago after
"The Love Lust Poem"
controversy at UNM, would
operate in the upcoming fiscal
year on $20,000 left from a

current $50,000 appropriation.
Sens. Jerry Apodaca (D·Dona
Ana) and Herbert Taylor
(D-McKinley) both voted for
passage and suggested the
watchdog committee become a
permanent panel. Both voted
against its creation two years ago.

Welfare Recipients Protest Cuts
Announced cuts in New Mexico
welfare grants will be protested
Monday at a demonstration
sponsored by the National Welfare
Rights Organization at the State
Legislature in Santa Fe.
The cuts were announced
Tuesday by Robert Kirkpatrick,
state director of finance. The new
grants would mean a 12 percent
cut in monthly checks for families
with dependent children. Adult
welfare recipients- aged, blind,
disabled - will receive 25 percent
less a month.
Kirkpatrick gave special
examples of the specific effect of
the cuts. A family of four with
dependent children, which now
receives $179 a month would be

reduced to $152 a month. The
"need" calculated for such a
family by state Health and Social
Services Department is $203 a
month. An elderly couple would
be cut to $125 a month from the
$166 they now receive,
Kirkpatrick said.
Ilene Ellis, president of the
local chapter of the" rights
organization said Monday's
demonstration would be aimed at
a restoration of the welfare
budget drafted before the cuts
were made.
Final plans for the
demonstration will be announced
at a public meeting Sunday at 2
p.m. at the Model Cities Field
Office, Broadway and Central.

Pre-Registration; Or SoY ou Finally Got Into That Class
Remember pleading with your
professors to get into a class this
semester? Well, you won't have to
next fall.
Robert M. Weaver, associate
registrar, has devised a plan of
early registration which will be
used for the fall semester.
The change to pre-registration
will allow UNM to better know
how many students want to take
which courses, and provide
faculty, classrooms and
laboratories to fill the demand.
Weaver said "the most
immediate benefit will be to the
students. It will take a while to
have full beneficial impact on
institutional planning." But early
registration will not be easy.
Pre-registration is not a solution
for overcrowded classrooms.
Weaver termed ·it, "as a palliative,
simply is not so. At least not right
away."
He believes, however, the new
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system will work, while helping to
eliminate some of the
administrative hurdles confronting
those in search of college degrees.
Weaver said "the university will
have to undertake a rather
tremendous adjustment" to make
the system work. "There must be
cooperation among students,
faculty and administrators such as
we have never experienced before.
''If the University is to be
reshaped and made more
responsive we must be largely
successful in giving the students
their first choices· of courses for
which they ask. The first time
around may prove to be difficult
for all parties concerned but in
the long run we should come
closer to the goal of providing the
appropriate courses for each and
every student and hopefully result
in a re-allocation of resources and
better planning throughout the
University,"

Simply stated, this is how the
plan works:
-Early registration starts with
preparation of a "course request
form," an IBM·sized card to be
mailed by April 7 to each
currently enrolled student. Along
with this will go a schedule of
classes.
-The student will enter his fall
semester course selections,
including course code, meeting
time and credit hours, double
checking to avoid time conflicts
and to make certain he has the
necessary pre-requisites for the
class. He then mails or brings the
card to the records office.
-While no adviser or other
signatures are required,
departments can assure system
flexibility by permitting voluntary
advisement between now and May

1.
-After the student returns his
course request card, he may not

change his program until the
formal "drop•add" period.
-Course tequest cards, in
batches of 100 or less, will be
processed through data
processing, to keep a running total
of requests for each course and to
identify errors such as time
conflicts.
-During the first week in May
a "course status report" will be
prepared by data processing and
go to all colleges and departments
for their examination and
evaluation. The reports will give a
basis for necessary changes in class
size, addition of sections,
depending upon demand as of
May 1. Schedule changes go to the
Registra tion·Scheduling Office,
which will then forward them to
data processing.
Weaver points out that "early
registration will only be successful
and a step forward if college deans
and department chairmen respond

to actual student course demands
insofar as it is fiscally possible."
Any revisions in the schedule
from the department will be due
in Registration · Scheduling by
June 1. This done, all course
requests will be processed against
the master schedule in this
priority: seniors, graduate
students, juniors, sophomores,
freshmen then non-degree.
Students completing early
registration will receive in the
mail, between June 15 and July 1,
a combination schedule
confirmation, tuition bill and
personal data form. The latter
replaces about 10 IBM cards.
Students must pay tuition by
Aug. 5 to officially complete
registration and be assigned to
the courses he has requested.
There will be several days of
grace in which a student may pay
his tuition before being
disenrolled.

